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Instructions :
1.

The Question Paper is divided in five Units. Each unit carries an internal
choice.

2.

Attempt one question from each Unit. Thus attempt five questions in all.

3.

All questions carry equal marks.

4.

Assume suitable data wherever necessary.

5.

English version should be deemed to be correct in case of any anomaly in
translation.

6.

Candidate should write his/her Roll Number at the prescribed space on the
question paper.
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I/Unit I)
1.

Infographics

Data visualization

What is infographics ? Why its use for data visualization. Write two attributes
of data visualization.
(
2.

/Or)

Visualization

Data Visualization

Data Visualization

(entity)

Define visualization ? Why do you use data visualization ? Write two entity of
data visualization.
II/Unit II)
3.
What pattern used to examine data ? Explain.
(
4.

/Or)

Data visualization

(checklist)

How to prepare checklist for data visualization ? Explain with suitable example.
III/Unit III)
5.

Correlation
How to represent data in correlation form ? Write its types.
(

/Or)

6.

Stock area chart
How to combine visual pattern in single screen ? Explain stock area chart.
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IV/Unit IV)
7.
What is the connection between aesthetics and information visualization ?
Explain.
(
8.

/Or)

Preattentive time variables
Explain two key elements of design. Describe preattentive time variables.
V/Unit V)

9.

Linear multimedia

Multimedia Data

Write the process to develop multimedia data for linear multimedia.
(
10.

Data visualization

/Or)

screen display

Data visualization

tools
What is correlation between data visualization of screen resolution ? Write the
features of data visualization tools.
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